TERMS OF SALE
1. All lots in this auction are sold without reserve to the highest bidder. In the case of tie bids, the first bid
received wins the lot. The decision of the auctioneer will be final shall a dispute arise. A 12.5% buyers
premium will be added to the hammer price of each lot and is payable by the purchaser as part of the total
purchase price. Bid with confidence; your bid will be executed at the lowest price competition allows.
2. Terms of sale are strictly cash upon receipt of invoice. All lots sold are subject to Federal and Provincial
taxes, as appropriate. The minimum acceptable bid on each lot in this auction is $10.
3. Successful mail bidders will be notified of their purchases and lots forwarded upon receipt of payment.
Payment must be made within three days of receipt of invoice. Interest of 2% per month will be charged on
all accounts past 30 days. A service charge of $25 will be levied for all cheques returned NSF. Ownership
shall not transfer to the purchaser until full payment has been received. Any agent shall be responsible for
all purchases made on behalf of his or her principals.
4. Postage, registration, handling, and insurance will be charged to successful bidders. Minimum charge $1.00.
5. All lots are sold as genuine and as described. Should a lot be misdescribed, you may return the lot intact
within three days of receipt. No photographed lot may be returned for reasons of centering, cancellation, or
condition of perforations. Stamps described as average or faulty may not be returned. No lot may returned
by persons having the opportunity to view the material prior to the sale. Floor bidders, agents and others
attending the sale may not return lots for any reason. Returns will not be accepted from bidders who used
an agent to execute bids. Collections or any lot containing 10 or more stamps may not be returned for any
reason. Except for item number 6 below, returns will not be accepted for any reasonfollowing30days of sale.
6. Should a purchaser wish to submit an item for expertization, the auctioneer must be notified prior to the sale
and the lot paid for in full at the time of sale. If the lot proves to be other than described, the purchase price
will be refunded in full. All costs of expertization will be borne by the purchaser. If a negative opinion is
received we will refund a maximum of $30 of the expertization fee. The inability of an expert committee to
provide an opinion is insufficient reason for the return of the item.
7. All bids are executed in Canadian currency. Other currencies accepted at the rate of exchange as at the date
of sale.
8. All catalogue numbers and values are retail prices from the current Scott catalogues unless otherwise noted
and are quoted in U.S. dollars. Unitrade Canada Specialized values are used for Canada and B.N.A. and are
in Canadian dollars.
9. Placing of a bid constitutes acceptance of the foregoing terms of sale.
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IN A SHEFFIELD AUCTION!
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TELEPHONE

ON-LINE
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AUCTION
AGENTS

Review the catalogue and determine the lots you wish to
purchase. List the lots with the maximum amount you are
willing to pay for each on the Mail Bid Sheet found in this
catalogue. We will execute your bids as much below your
maximum as competition allows. Be sure to mail your bid
sheet in plenty of time for it to arrive at our office prior to the
sale date. Remember, in the case of tie bids, the first bid
received wins the lot.
Quick and simple. Complete your Mail Bid Sheet and send it to
our 24-hour a day FAX number (519) 668-6872. Note: Fax bids
must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday prior to the sale.
Our 24 hour a day voice mail is always available to record
your bids (519) 681-3420. In North America call toll-free
1-877-332-3398. Telephone bids must be received by 5:00
p.m. the Friday prior to the sale. During normal office hours
we usually interrupt the recording to take your bids personally.
On sale day you may telephone bids to us from 9:00 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.
Please call (519) 681-0600 and ask for the
Sheffield Auction.
What could be easier? Visit our web site at www.johnsheffield.com.
The entire sale can be viewed along with on-line bidding. To be safe,
on-line bids must be sent by you no later than 5:00 p.m. the Thursday
before the sale to reach us by our 5:00 p.m. Friday cut-off. Be sure to
include your full postal address so we can ship your successful
purchases.
If possible, plan to attend the auction. We'd be pleased to have
your attendance.
If you require the services of an auction agent to execute your
bids, any of the following individuals can provide assistance:
Don Slaughter

London, ON

John Beddows

North Bay, ON (705) 495-3134

Charles Cwiakala Chicago, IL

AUCTION
RESULTS

(519) 472-0206

(847) 823-8747

donslau@execulink.com
jlw@onlink.net
CECwiakala@aol.com

A complete list of prices realized is available free of charge to
our subscription customers. To receive the results of this and
future sales, simply complete and return the enclosed
subscription form.

PASS IT ON!
We are pleased to present this copy of our new sale catalogue. We never know from sale to sale the
type of material we will have to offer. If there is nothing of interest to you in this sale, but you have a
philatelic friend who may find it useful, please pass on this catalogue.
Thanks!
p.s. If you want to make sure you won't miss anything in your area of specialty, be sure to subscribe
to our catalogues. Details are on the following page.
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PUBLIC STAMP AUCTION NUMBER 151
Sunday June 28, 2009; 1:00 p.m.
FOUR POINTS SHERATON HOTEL
“Balmoral Room”
1150 Wellington Road South, London, Ontario
Our last sale was extremely well attended with 104 registered floor bidders and over 200 bid
sheets received through the mail, by fax, or through our web site. All contributed to spirited bidding and competitive
prices. Certainly an indication that the stamp market remains strong !
Our 151st Public Stamp Auction once again contains a variety of bulky material ranging from intact collections, large
lots, and floor sale only material. This sale features many wonderful items including intact collections and postal
history from all areas of the world. There is an excellent selection of Canadian material in this sale including lovely
illustrated advertising covers.
Preparations for future auctions continue with many wonderful collections received to date. If you have material for
sale please contact me as soon as possible. We want to make sure your material is carefully lotted to bring the maximum
return. I know you have put a lot of time, effort, and plain old hard-earned money into your collection. You can be
assured your material will receive the care and attention it deserves.
Please note. Our computer system will automatically change your bidder status to inactive if you have not participated
in the past few auctions. I would encourage you to subscribe to our catalogues so you have the opportunity to acquire
material you might otherwise miss. Please see the section “Prices Realized” below.
A note for our out-of-city customers. If you plan on staying overnight and require accommodation, a reservation can be
made at the Four Points Sheraton by calling (519) 681-0600. Other hotels nearby (within 50 yards) are Comfort Inn
(519) 685-9300 and Quality Suites (519) 680-1024.
As a reminder, we have not increased our buyer's commission to 20% as many other auction firms have. Our buyer's
commission is 12.5% of hammer price. As well we do not charge a premium for using your credit card for your
purchases. In fact, we encourage the use of credit cards. If you want your lots shipped immediately following the
auction the best way to ensure it happens is to indicate your credit card number and expiry date on the bid sheet at the
time of bidding.
I have commented previously on the importance of mailing your bids sheets in plenty of time to arrive prior to sale day.
Each auction we receive numerous bid sheets the week after the auction. Many of these had bids that may very well have
been successful since the amount bid was higher than the sold price. So if you don't want to be disappointed, please mail
your bid sheet early. If you have internet access you can go to our web site and bid online.
Good luck in this sale!

VIEWING OF LOTS
Lots may be viewed the week prior to the auction by appointment. Please telephone (519) 681-3420. Viewing the day of
sale from 9:00 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. at the Four Points Sheraton. We encourage local customers to view by appointment
prior to the sale to avoid the rush on sale day.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND PRICES REALIZED
We never know from sale-to-sale the type of material we may offer. So as not to miss items in a specialty area, we
encourage all who receive our catalogues to become subscribers. As well, prices realized are available to our
subscription customers only. For the successful bidder they are a written confirmation of the prices paid in the sale. For
unsuccessful bidders the prices realized provide information to help bid effectively in future sales. For the potential
buyer or seller they reflect the true market value of the material sold.
Annual subscription rates are $20.00 (G.S.T. included) to our customers in Canada; to our customers in the United States
$25 (U.S. funds); and all other countries $30 (U.S. funds). Mailing your payment today guarantees copies of future sales
are mailed directly to you.

AUCTION RESULTS
We realize mail bidders may be anxious to know if they were successful. We attempt to complete the invoicing and
mailing of lots to successful mail bidders as fast as possible. Therefore, we will not be able to answer phone calls or
respond to email inquiries about lots or the selling prices until the Thursday following the sale. Your cooperation is
appreciated.
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P. O. Box 81, Lambeth Stn., London, Ontario, Canada N6P 1P9
Telephone: (519) 681-3420

Fax: (519) 668-6872

E-Mail: john@johnsheffield.com

Member: Canadian Stamp Dealers' Association ~ Royal Philatelic Society of Canada ~ American Philatelic Society
British North American Philatelic Society ~ Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain

MAIL BID SHEET
Auction No. 151 on Sunday June 28, 2009
Please purchase the following lots for me at prices not exceeding those indicated below. It is
understood that you will buy for me as much below these top prices as competition permits. I
acknowledge a 12.5% buyer's premium will be added to the hammer price and form part of the total
purchase price. I have read and agree to the Terms Of Sale.
NAME (please print) _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________________________
CITY and PROVINCE ____________________________________________________________________________
POSTAL CODE ____________ TELEPHONE (

) __________________ FAX (

) ______________________

EMAIL _________________________________________________

To break ties, you can increase my bids by: q 1 increment

q 2 increments

q 3 increments

Please Charge My Purchases To:
q Visa

q Mastercard

q American Express

q Keep this information for my future purchases

Card Number ____________________________________ Expiry ___________________
Signature _______________________________________________
q I am no longer collecting. Please contact me about the sale of my collection.
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NO.

Please Check Your Bid Sheet Carefully. We Are Not Responsible For Bidder Errors!
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIBLES
1

Military Photos, from the WWII era housed in a scrap book with
150 photos from Red Deer, Alberta. Nice collateral material for
the military collector. Inspect Est. Realization ..........
$50.00
WWI, oval framed Canadian Overseas Battalion Memorial
plaque. Centre with unidentified picture and inscription "Killed in
Action Oct. 29th, 1917. Laid to rest at Ypres - Age 32 Years.
Frame is starting to show signs of age but a nice collateral
military item (Photo) Est. Realization........................
$75.00
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WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10
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12

13

14

15
16

17
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18  Czechoslovakia, selection of 27 souvenir or mini-sheets, mostly
earlier. Some gum wrinkling but generally fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$35.00
19  Czechoslovakia, accumulation of thousands of used
stamps stuffed into a box. Filled with topicals. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$30.00
20  Denmark, a mint and used stock selection assembled on manilla
stock pages from #26/436. Mostly used and we note some useful
cancel interest. Inspect Est. Realization .....................
$50.00
21  Denmark, accumulation of 124 different First Day Covers issued
1948 through 1990. Cacheted and addressed. Clean lot, fine-very
fine Est. Realization ...................................................
$50.00
22  Djibouti, dealers all used stock of issues between #475//C142
housed in glassines with a large topical appeal. Catalogued in
1980 at $2,038.95. Very fine used Est. Realization....
$150.00
23  Eastern Europe, selection of various issues including
Czechoslovakia overprints (including inverted), plue Ukraine
issues, fine-very fine mint, never hinged. High Michel catalogue
value. Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization.......................
$100.00
24  Eastern Europe, accumulation of hundreds of stamps
housed in four stock books. Filled with useful material and
who knows what will be found given a good review. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
25  European Area, a mint and used selection of issues housed in a
pair of stock books and on stock pages. Useful range of material
including Czechoslovakia, Germany, Scandinavia, etc. Generally
fine-very fine and worth a look Est. Realization........
$200.00
26  European Area, a mint and used collection of issues
assembled on album leaves. Contains only issues of Austria and
Belgium and is a true old time group with nothing after 1936.
Loaded with useful and plenty of cancel interest throughout.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$75.00
27  France, a mint and used collection of issues from early to
1962 mounted on album leaves. Useful earlier with town cancels,
stars, the odd perfin, etc. Some mixed condition but mostly fine
or better and plenty of useful material to be found. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
28  France, a mint and used (mostly used) collection of issues from
the 1850's through 1939 assembled on album leaves. Looks like
better than the average condition for these with values to 5 francs
and plenaty of cancel interest with numerals, stars, etc. Close
look will be rewarded. Inspect Est. Realization .........
$100.00
29  France, all used accumulation of issues from #10/1100 sorted by
catalogue. Mostly earlier issues from an old-time European estate
and could be a gold mine of cancels for the specialist. Hundreds,
inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
30  French Colonies, all mint selection of sets and singles, preindependence issues assembled in a small stock book. Inlcudes
Andorra #C1 and other useful. Fine-very fine. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
31  French Colonies, nice collection of mint and used issues
assembled on album leaves. Filled with useful regular, semipostal, and postage due issues. Includes Alexandria, Port Said,
Levant, Ethiopia, Cavalle, Dedeagh, Port Lagos, and Zanzibar.
Filled with useful cancels and other interesting. Fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$100.00
32  French Colonies, all mint accumulation of likely several hundred
pre-independence issues housed in an old-time cigar box. A quick
look shows lots of variety and plenty of never hinged material.
Useful material. Inspect Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
33  Fujeira, dealers all mint stock of issues between Minkus
#57//448 housed in glassines with a large topical appeal.
Catalogued way back in the 1970's at $1,276.07. Very fine mint,
never hinged Est. Realization.....................................
$100.00
34  German States, a mint and used selection of various issues
assembled in a stock book. We note plenty of cancel interest and
a close inspection sure to be rewarded. We also spotted three
complete sheets. Inspect Est. Realization...................
$50.00
35  Germany, all mint accumulation/stock of Semi-postal issues
housed in 200 dealer sales cards. Runs from 1960 through 1993
and all in complete sets. Nice clean collectible material with
some duplication. Very fine mint, never hinged .........
$592.65

 Argentina, accumulation of mint and used (mostly used) issues
from #145 to the 1980's assembled on stock pages. Much of use
with some duplication Est. Realization .....................
$40.00
 Austria, accumulation of issues in complete used sets or sets on
cover. Filled with better like #B245-278, B281-85. Fine-very
fine. Inspect (Photo) ..................................................
$413.35
 Austria, a collection of 1,190 stamps issued 1860 through 2003
in mounts on album pages. Majority are pre-1950 and saw several
complete sets and postmarks throughout. Fine-vey fine and
excellent basis for expansion. Est. Realization..........
$150.00
 Austria, accumulation of 131 First Day Covers issued 1972-1980
all
colorfully
cacheted
and
unaddressed
plus 100 "Black Stamp" new issue bulletins issued 2002-2004
many with souvenir sheets. Routinely a very fine, clean lot.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
 Austria, all used collection of over 650 issues running from early
to modern assembled on stock page, album leaves, etc. Wide
trange of material and we note useful cancels. Worth a look,
generally fine-very fine (Photo) Est. Realization.......
$40.00
 Austria, accumulation of thousands of stamps stuffed into a box.
We note useful cancels, perfins, and who knows what else.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$30.00
 Belgian Colonies, nice clean collection of issues assembled on
Scott Specialty album pages. Includes Belgian Congo,. BEA, and
Ruanda-Urundi and filled with useful material including nice
cancels. Fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization .......
$100.00
 Belgium, a mint and used collection of issues from first issues
through the 1980's with extensive coverage. Filled with sets and
singles, this is a lovely collection that is routinely fine-very fine
throughout. Additionally we note a wide range of cancel interest
in all periods. Nice, clean collection. A close review will be
rewarded! Est. Realization.........................................
$250.00
 Belgium, a mint and used collection of Semi-Postal issues
assembled on album leaves. Contains issues from 1910 through
the 1970's and may very well be complete for the period. There
is extensive coverage in mint and used sets and souvenir sheets
with hundreds in total. Routinely fine-very fine mint and
used. A nice clean collection well filled with useful material.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$250.00
 Brazil, collection of mint and used issues through 1988
assembled on stock pages. Saw useful sets, singles,
souvenir sheets, etc. with much useful throughout. Worth a look
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
 Bulgaria, collection of about 2,400 stamps from 1881
onward mounted on album leaves. Good variety with both
regular and back-of-the-book issues. Fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
 Chad, dealer's mint and used stock of issues between #118/386
plus Airmails #C32/C247 housed in glassines, all identified by
Scott numbers. Looks to be all sets and very fine. Catalogued
about 1980 at .............................................................
$766.27
 People's Republic of China, all mint selection of sets (25) and
souvenir sheets (5) issued between 1984 and 1987, very fine
mint, never hinged Est. Realization...........................
$75.00
 Czechoslovakia, lovely collection of issues from 1949 through
1955 with each issue mounted on a page with detailed
description and First Day cancel. All housed in a nice
commemorative album. First of this type we have seen. Inspect!
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
 Czechoslovakia, an old-time duplicated used collection housed
in a spring-back album. This is a treasure trove for the specialist
as we note a bounty of cancels throughout plus the owner's
notations of perf varieties, etc. Worth the time for a close look!
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00

Avoid Disappointment!
Be sure to mail your bid sheet early. Bid sheets
may also be faxed to (519)668-6872 or placed
through our web site at www.johnsheffield.com
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36  Germany, a mint and used accumulation of mainly Federal
Republic issues. Includes used #633, 688, 695, 683, 701, range of
regular and semi-postal sets, mint #9NB6-7, never hinged #723
(3), 734, 793-97, etc., etc. Generally fine-very fine and nice,
clean collectible material and the used with nice cancels. Some
duplication. Inspect ...................................................
$556.65
37  Germany, accumulation of 60 WWII era censored covers with a
vaste array of frankings, censor tapes and markings, etc. Retail
priced at $800. Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization ........
$200.00
38  Germany, all mint accumulation of singles, sets, and souvenir
sheets as issued 1968-1976 housed in a stock book. Rourintely
very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization............
$75.00
39  Germany, accumulation of 115+ First Day Covers with the
issues of Berlin 1944- 1979 plus an earlier Third Reiche issue
with lovely 1939 Berlin cachet cancel. Very fine and many better
items throughout. Inspect Est. Realization ................
$20.00
40  Germany, three volume old time collection. Loaded with useful
cancels. Unfortunately a lot of mint stamps are stuck to the pages.
Likely catalogues over $2,500. Inspect Floor Sale Only Offer
41  Guinea, dealers all used stock of issues between #173//830,
#C32//C156 housed in glassines with a large topical.
appeal. Catalogued in 1982 at $2,711.15. Very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$150.00
42  Hungary, a mint and used collection of issues 1913 to
1983 housed in a pair of Minkus album. Nearly complete
for the period, included are sets, souvenir and miniature sheets,
etc. with plenty of never hnged material to be found along
with extras. As nice as we have offered for some time. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$250.00
43  Hungary, all used collection assembled on album leaves with
issues 1921-1982 and looks like almost everything is in complete
used sets. The usual good range of topicals. Fine-very fine.
Hundreds Est. Realization .........................................
$75.00
44  Hungary, a three volume, mostly used collection/accumulation
running from early to modern with regular and back-of-the-book
issues. Many thousands in total and worth a good look. Note
useful cancels in earlier Est. Realization ...................
$60.00
45  Hungary, accumulation of mainly older to mid-period
issues housed in glassines. Looks like a few thousand stamps
and who knows what cancels the specialist will fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$30.00
46  Hungary, a group of 72 covers from the 1980's to an address in
Western Canada. Franked with sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Mostly
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$25.00
47  Iceland, all used selection of issues from #144/647, B6A/B11,
C15/C29, O42/O47 housed in glassines with much useful to be
found. Fine-very fine. INspect ..................................
$657.30
48  Iceland, nice used collection of King Christian X issues between
#108/181 with each issue in either pairs or strips of three and
four. Nice gorup of multiples, fine-very fine .............
$420.00
49  Israel, all used collection of issues from 1948 through 1968 with
regular and back-of-the-book issues housed in a Lindner album.
Missing only a few for completion and routinely fine-very fine.
Inspect .......................................................................
$35.00
50  Israel, a mint and used collection of 527 stamps (including 38
from Palestine) assembled on album leaves. Contains stamps with
and without tabs. Includes #C1-6 used, etc. Generally fine-very
fine. Est. Realization .................................................
$35.00
51  Israel, selection of 34 Charity labels (6 different). Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$20.00
52  Italy, lovely all mint collection of issues 1971-1982 assembled in
a like new KA-BE hingless album. Not much required to be
complete for the period. Nice clean collection that is routinely
very fine and appears to be all never hinged. Album alone sells
for more thant he estimate. Inspect Est. Realization..
$150.00
53  Japan, accumulation of 100 First Day Covers mostly issued
1957-1962, cacheted and all but one are unaddressed, very fine
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
54  Japan, accumulation of 70 Revenue issues assembled on a stock
page. All pre-1930 and some faults as usually found on these.
Interesting group. Inspect Est. Realization ................
$50.00
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55  Mexico, splendid mint and used collection of issues from
1856 through 1968 housed in a battered Scott Specialty
album. All stamps identified (appear correct) with pencil
notations. Loaded with better items like mint #1b, 10b, 14a-17a,
28, 29b, 32, 59, 93a, 95a, 98b, 106-110, 167, plus plenty of
useful used issues. Contains regular, Air Mail, Air Mail
Official, Special Delivery, Insured Letter, Postage Due, Porte De
Mar, and Official issues with over 1,400 stamps in total.
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and the owner catalogue this
years ago using a Scott 2004 catalogue at $6,403.15. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$500.00
56  Netherlands, a nice mint and used collection of issues from early
through the 1980 housed in a Davo album. Includes used 1884
Numeral set, 1891 Wilhelmina set to 1g, 1898-1924 Wilhelmina
set, 1913 King William set to 5g, #B1-3 mint and a range of other
good semi-postal sets mint and used. A nice clean collection
worthy of a close review Est. Realization ..................
$400.00
57  Netherlands, all used accumulation of likely over 7,000 stamps
from #23/403 sorted by denomination into envelopes. Looks like
an old-time unpicked lot and should be great for the cancel
collector. Worth a look (Photo) Est. Realization.........
$100.00
58  Nicaragua, a mint and used stock selection of issues
between #13/935 with regular, Semi-postals, Airs, Dues, etc. all
assembled on stock pages. Includes nothing after 1965. Worth a
look Est. Realization ..................................................
$100.00
59  Niger, dealers all used stock of issues between #347//579,
#C273//323 housed in glassines with a large topical
appeal. Catalogued in 1983 at $839.13. Very fine used.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
60  Poland, accumulation of thousands of used stamps, all off paper.
Filled with topicals. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$30.00
61  Portugal, useful used collection mounted on album
leaves between #41/1279. Contains 431 different issues of
1870's through 1974 and we see a wonderful range of
cancels on the earlier. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
62  Romania, accumulation of thousands of used stamps stuffed in a
box. Filled with topicals. Inspect Est. Realization .....
$30.00
63  Russia, a mint and used accumulation/collection of issues from
early to modern assembled in a stockbook and Gibbons
springback album. Many hundreds and filled with useful
material. Inspect Est. Realization...............................
$50.00
64  Russia, accumulation of thousands of mint and used stamps in
glassines stuffed into a box. Inspect Est. Realization.
$30.00
65  Scandinavia, selection 31 covers all relating to the Arctic issued
between 1953-1982. Includes 22 with interesting cachets cachets,
12 Paquebot cancels, etc. Inspect Est. Realization .....
$50.00
66  Spain, all mint collection housed on two stock books. Filled with
complete sets and hard-to-find blocks. Fine-very fine mint, never
hinged and lightly hinged. A good opportunity to acquire a nice
clean stock. Inspect Est. Realization ..........................
$225.00
67  Spain, a mint and used collection of issues from #50/2099,
#C18/C178 assembled on album leaves. Contains several
hundred stamps from early through the 1970's. Generally finevery fine. Inspect Est. Realization..............................
$100.00
68  Spain, mainly used accumulation of thousands of stamps in
glassines, plastic boxes, etc. Who knows what's to be found.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$40.00
69  Spanish Colonies, collection of about 457 different mint or used
stamps mounted on Scott album pages, issues of 1902-1961 with
much of use to be found. Generally fine-very fine. Scott
catalogue value $442. Inspect Est. Realization ..........
$100.00
70  Switzerland, nice selection of covers including #B178, C15, C42
(2), C45, and others. Routinely very fine. Inspect. Catalogue
value as stamps (Photo) ..............................................
$260.00
71  Switzerland, all mint selection of complete sets and souvenir
sheets, 250 stamps assembled on stock sheets, very fine mint,
never hinged ..............................................................
$50.00
72  Switzerland, all used accumulation of sets issued between
1966/1984 purchased as new issues and still in the original
envelopes as received. Contains both regular and semi-postal
issues with 44 sets in total Est. Realization................
$50.00
73  Switzerland, a selection of 87 "advertising poster" stamps issued
from the 1950's through the 1970's. Various themes including
Fairs, Exhibitions, Philatelic Events, etc. Interesting group.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$25.00

Visa, Mastercard, and American Express
welcomed for all your purchases. Simply
complete the appropriate area on your bid
sheet.
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74  Togo, dealers mint and used stock of issues between #216/1138
housed in glassines with a large topical appeal. Catalogued in
1982 at $588. Very fine Est. Realization ...................
$50.00
75  Ukraine, all mint accumulation of about 1,400 stamps in half
sheets or large multiples all issued as Ukranian Insurgent
Fighter stamps. Interesting lot, very fine mint, never hinged.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$25.00
76  United Nations, all mint stock accumulation of issues
from #1/291almost all in complete sets, blocks, and plate blocks.
Very fine mint, never hinged and catalogued years ago at over
$800. Face value should be high since we see values to $1.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
77  United Nations, three volume collection of issues from 1951 to
about 1975 with mostly complete sets in plate blocks. Very fine
mint, lightly hinged Est. Realization .........................
$50.00
78  United States, accumulation of 57 booklet panes (with selvedge)
on First Day Covers. Issues of the 1980's and 1990's. Likely the
only way to get used panes. Very fine Est. Realization $100.00
79  United States, accumulation of 200 picture post cards, mainly
1910 to 1940's, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization $100.00
80  United States, accumulation of over 1,000 First Day Covers
from the 1970's to the 1990's with both singles and
multiples. Uncacheted and addressed lightly in pencil. Fine-very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$100.00
81  United States, lovely collection of Birds and Flowers of the Fifty
States, #1953-2002 on colourfully cacheted First Day Covers
(addressed). Two sets, the first with Washington cancels, the
second set with State Capital cancels. Housed in two
commemorative albums these had a high subscription cost. Very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$75.00
82  United States, large carton filled with stamps, 100%
commemoratives from early to modern housed in envelopes.
There's thousands of stamps plus a pair of sparse used Canada
collections thrown in "for good measure." Shipping weight about
7kg. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$50.00
83  United States, accumulation of hundreds of post cards,
generally modern chromes and mostly all used. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
84  United States, a three volume collection with two volumes of
United States. One with pre-1900 used, the other with earlier 20th
century plus back-of-the-book material. One voulme mint and
used United Nations. Worth a look Est. Realization..
$50.00
85  United States, nice collection of stamp artist's proof cards
along with stamp of issue cancelled on First Day of issue,
54 items housed in a commemorative album. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$40.00
86  United States, accumulation of likely several thousands of
issues assembled on 23 large manilla stock pages. Plenty of
Prexies with blocks of four and larger multiples. Worth a look
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$30.00
87  United States, accumulation of HPO and RPO cancels on 25
covers plus 10 on piece, covers the period 1911-1976. Generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$25.00
88  United States Possessions, accumulation of over 400 mint
and used stamps housed in a stock book. Issues from Canal Zone,
Cuba, DWI, Panama, and Philippines, fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$30.00
89  Upper Volta, dealers all used stock of issues between
#434//536, #C100//261 housed in glassines with a large topical
appeal. Catalogued in 1980 at $696.95. Very fine used.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
90  Vatican, all used selection of sets and singles housed in dealer
sales cards. Includes #28-30,43, 44, 49, C16, C82, and other
useful. Generally fine-very fine ................................
$209.55
91  Vatican City, clean collection of mint nh sets, used sets, plus
singles issued 1962-1977 between #330/679 (cat. $114) and San
Marino issued 1962-1982 between #519/1035 (cat. $114). Nice
clean group, very fine Est. Realization......................
$75.00
92  Western Europe, accumulation of mint and used issues from
early onward. Mostly mid-period and mainly in complete sets as
issued. Saw a few Austria but mainly Belgium and France regular
and semi-postal sets with likely a hundred or more, all identified
and housed in 102 sales cards. Routinely very fine, a nice clean
lot. Inspect .................................................................
$441.00
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Worldwide, accumulation of 100 WWII era censored covers.
There are no Canada, Great Britain, or United States but from just
about everywhere else with a great variety of countries present.
Great group with a retail value in the area of $1,000 - $1,500.
Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization .................................
$400.00
Worldwide, an old-time dealer's topical stock of issues from
Liberia and Upper Volta housed in glassines with each identifed
and prices. There are thousands of stamps here, all in sets and
routinely fine-very fine. Catalogued over 20 years ago at almost
$2,000. Inspect Est. Realization.................................
$150.00
Worldwide, a mint and used selection of various topicals housed
in five volumes. Wide range of material with one volume
containing general topicals, then a volume each of Fish, Flowers,
Olympics, and Space. There's thousands of stamps here with a
wide range of material and no duplication that we saw. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$150.00
Worldwide, nice selection of 16 covers all pre-WWII era with
Air Mail, Military, Zeppelin, etc. Fine-very fine and worth the
time for a close look. Inspect! (Photo) Est. Realization $150.00
Worldwide, stockbook accumulation of sets and singles
running from early to modern. Filled with useful material which
an examination will show, including much British
Commonwealth. Earlier are hinged and later never hinged.
Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization ................................
$150.00
Worldwide, selection of likely thousands of stamps on
sales pages, in glassines, etc., etc. Filled with a ton of "better
than average" material as a close inspection will show!
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$150.00
Worldwide, selection of collections from Nepal and Tibet
assembled on album pages. Wide range of material and generally
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................
$150.00
Worldwide, collection of Audubon Society "Birds of the
World" covers issued in 1985 with stamps from Aitutaki
to Zaire. All beautifully cacheted and unaddressed with
57 items housed in a commemorative album. Very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, dealer's mint and used stock of China, Canada, and
Ireland housed in 102 sales cards. Mostly lower value items but it
looks liked it was priced years ago. Face value of the Canada is
about $35. Thousands of stamps and who knows, there could be a
surprise or two. Inspect Est. Realization ....................
$100.00
Worldwide, a three volume mint and used collection
with thousands of issues. No Canada, Great Britain, or
United States but the rest of the world is present. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, a dealer's mint and used stock of topicals from the
"Sand Dune" countries. There's thousands of stamps with topics
like Churchill, Kennedy, Horses, Flora and Fauna, etc. Very fine
and all identified and catalogued by Minkus at $2,208.54 (U.S.)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, collection of used Europa issues from 1956 through
1974 housed in a pair of deluxe "Importa" 40 page stock books.
Contains a useful run of issues minly as issued in sets. Very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization..............................................
$100.00
Worldwide, a used collection of issues housed in a
battered Triumph album. All earlier issues (we saw nothing
after 1945) with the majority being 19th and early 20th
century issues. There's some mixed condition but mostly
fine with plenty of worthwhile. Plan time for a close review.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, collection of about 1,000 stamps, mostly worldwide
perfins organized in a stock book with a good representation of
Canada, USA, and Great Britain. Also includes some Canada
Official overprints Est. Realization............................
$100.00
Worldwide, huge used accumulation of stamps all off-paper. A
conservative estimate is likely well over 10,000 stamps. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, accumulation of 200 picture post cards 1910
to 1945 era, mostly unused and fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
Worldwide, box full of hundreds of post cards, used/unused from
early onward. Inspect Est. Realization .......................
$100.00
Worldwide, selection of 33 covers with a good selection of
Scandinavian area First Days, a pair of Iceland First Flights, and
other interesting. Very fine, inspect Est. Realization..
$75.00
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111  Worldwide, accumulation of 58 World Wildlife Fund First
Day Covers issued 1977-1979, very fine, cacheted and addressed
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
112  Worldwide, a mint and used collection of Art and Paintings
topicals housed in a Gibbons album. All in complete sets and
nicely annotated on quadrille pages. Several hundreds and very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$75.00
113  Worldwide, a mint and used selection of stamps from "M-N"
countries housed in dealer sales pages in a counter book. Mostly
$3 and up items and full of good, clean, collectible material.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$75.00
114  Worldwide, large accumulation of issues housed in three stock
books. There's mint and used stamps, useful cancels and who
knows what else a close look will uncover. Could be anything
under the "philatelic sun." Est. Realization ...............
$75.00
115  Worldwide, a mint and used selection of stamps from "F-G"
countries housed in dealer sales pages in a counter book. Mostly
$3 and up items and full of good, clean, collectible material with
useful France. Inspect Est. Realization......................
$75.00
116  Worldwide, a two volume collection of Winston Churchill
issues in complete sets and souvenir sheets assembled on
White Ace pages. Could very well be the complete issue. Very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$60.00
117  Worldwide, all mint accumulation of sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets housed in a 40 page stock book. Main strength is Western
Europe area with Andorra, Austria, Germany, San Marino, etc.,
etc. Nice clean material routinely very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
118  Worldwide, accumulation of thousands assembled on 140
sales stock cards. Loaded with useful. A quick glance we
spotted Belgium #1, Canada #93, and other useful. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
119  Worldwide, all mint collection of Art and Christmas
topicals housed in an album. Filled with sets and souvenir
sheets with better like Costa Rica #RA16-19 sheetlets,
useful Japan, and much more. Very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
120  Worldwide, all used accumulation of thousands of stamps
neatly sorted by country and issue. This is loaded with cancels
and other useful so who knows what "treasures" will be found.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
121  Worldwide, accumulation of used stuffed into envelopes
from A-Z countries. An old-time hoard with nothing after 1950!
Looks like a good old-fashioned unpicked lot. Thousands. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
122  Worldwide, a mint and used accumulation of issues housed
in 5 retired APS sales circuit books, Lots of useful material
and catalogued in 1978-79 at $309.34. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
123  Worldwide, collection of Anti-Malaria issues fairly complete
1944-1962 assembled on White Ace album pages. Contains over
400 stamps with many non-Scott items lincluded. Inspection will
be rewarded. Very fine Est. Realization.....................
$50.00
124  Worldwide, all used accumulation of mostly complete sets and
souvenir sheets housed in a 48 page stock book. Contains a great
range of topicals with Flora and Fauna, Sports, WWF, Military,
Scouting, etc., etc. Very fine. Inspect Est. Realization
$50.00
125  Worldwide, accumulation of several hundred mint and used
stamps assembled in a 32 page stock book. Filled with useful
material from early to modern. We spotted topics like Disney and
Olympics, British Commonwealth material like Pitcairn #1-8,
about 24 souvenir sheets and other worthwhile. Generally finevery fine and worth a look Est. Realization...............
$50.00
126  Worldwide,
accumulation
of
various
issues
from
"S-W" countries housed in three stock books. Filled with
thousands of useful issues and a good variety of countries.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
127  Worldwide, accumulation of various issues from "N" countries
housed in three stock books. Filled with thousands of useful
issues and a good variety of countries Est. Realization
$50.00
128  Worldwide, a group of 35 Military related covers with WWII
FPO/MPO cancels, units, etc., UN campaigns including Vietnam
and Emergency Forces. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
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129  Worldwide, accumulation of a few hundred covers
with commercial mail, First Days, etc.
Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
130  Worldwide, accumulation of Europa issues housed in a 16 page
stock book and a retired APS sales circuit book. Filled with sets
and singles as issued. Few mint to be found but about 99% used.
Routinely very fine throughout Est. Realization ........
$50.00
131  Worldwide, accumulation of likely thousands sorted
by country into envelopes filling a large shoe box. Inpsect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
132  Worldwide, box full of military related material with
military cancels on stamps, post cards, covers with various
censor or unit markings, etc. Usual condition for these. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
133  Worldwide, interesting and unusual grouping with stamps in
envelopes, album pages, etc. Most useful is Canada with mint
plate blocks of #236, 334 matched set, KGVI coil strips, useful
Newfoundland, some worldwide sets, both mint and cto, etc.
Worth a look Est. Realization.....................................
$50.00
134  Worldwide, accumulation of 500 covers from early to
modern. Mixed condition from faulty to very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
135  Worldwide, box full of unused/used post cards in folders,
hundreds. Inspect Est. Realization .............................
$50.00
136  Worldwide, a three volume accumulation housed in albums and
stock books. Includes a stock book full of useful Greece, a World
in a spring back album collection with good Montserrat, and
another stock book stuffed with various topicals. Plenty of useful
to be found. Inspect Est. Realization..........................
$50.00
137  Worldwide, old time accumulation housed in a biscuit tin.
Loaded with goodies - we note Canada 5¢ Jubilees (3), 5¢ and
10¢ Quebec Tercentenary issues, 50¢ Bluenose and who knows
what else. First looks can be deceiving on this one. Take a close
look! Est. Realization.................................................
$50.00
138  Worldwide, a used accumulation/collection of topicals housed in
two stock books and an album. This is loaded with topicals and
while it is mainly from the Trucials area the catalogue value alone
is high with just one volume cataloguing over 650dm. Worth a
look Est. Realization ..................................................
$40.00
139  Worldwide, shoebox full of stamps in mini-stock books, sales
book, glassines, etc. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$40.00
140  Worldwide, old-time post card album with various cards
including military themes, view of British scenes, etc. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
141  Worldwide, collection of Nudes on Art topicals, as the owner has
described "the Playboy Collection." Looks like all in complete
sets or singles as issued. Inspect Est. Realization ......
$40.00
142  Worldwide, all used accumulation of various topical issues
housed in a 28 page stock book. All in blocks of four and all most
entirely complete sets. Inspect Est. Realization .........
$40.00
143  Worldwide, accumulation of 60 b/w Military photo post cards
from the WWI and WWII era, fine-very fine. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
144  Worldwide, miscellaneous accumulation of stamps and
souvenir sheets housed in a 32 page stock book. Filled
with useful material, the best being Belgium. Worth a look.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
145  Worldwide, accumulation of 215 Revenue issues either
from Canada or the United States with a wide variety. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
146  Worldwide, a miscellaneous mint and used accumulation
of issues assembled on stock pages, album leaves, club
sales sheets, etc. Could be anything here, worth a look!
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$35.00
147  Worldwide, box full of stamps, all off paper with thousands in
total. Inspect Est. Realization.....................................
$35.00
148  Worldwide, all used accumulation of issues housed on 60
manilla sales cards. Saw sets, etc. with hundreds in total. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$35.00
149  Worldwide, accumulation of several thousands stamps, all off
paper. Inspect Est. Realization ...................................
$30.00
150  Worldwide, a mint and used assortment housed on stock
cards filling a biscuit tin. Plenty of goodies – inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$30.00
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151  Worldwide, miscellaneous selection of covers and post cards.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$30.00
152  Worldwide, tin box stuffed with stamps in glassines, etc.
Thousands. Inspect Est. Realization ..........................
$25.00
153  Worldwide, nice collection of 79 Audubon Society (Bird) covers,
nicely mounted and described in a commemorative album. Very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$25.00
154  Worldwide, accumulation of thousands of stamps in glassines
housed in a large biscuit tin. Inspect Est. Realization
$25.00
155  Worldwide, accumulation of several thousand stamps all off
paper. Inspect Est. Realization...................................
$25.00
156  Worldwide, accumulation of hundreds housed in glassines with
stamps, souvenir sheets, etc. Inspect Est. Realization
$25.00
157  Worldwide, accumulation of used housed in small boxes or
album leaves. Saw thousands of bulk United States, topicals like
Expo 67, etc. Inspect Est. Realization .......................
$25.00
158  Worldwide, accumulation of earlier bundleware and envelope
clippings. Few thousand. Inspect Est. Realization.....
$25.00
159  Worldwide, miscellaneous used accumulation in glassines, stock
pages, etc. Many hundreds. Inspect Est. Realization.
$25.00
160  Worldwide, Rainy Day Special - box full of stamps both on and
off paper with thousands in total. Who knows what will be found.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
161  Worldwide, accumulation of 32 complete sheets either
mint or used housed in a mint sheet file. Includes 9 from Israel,
4 from the Netherlands, etc. Interesting group. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
162  Worldwide, box of covers, worth a good look! Floor Sale Only
....................................................................................
Offer
163  Worldwide, large carton full of a dealer's mint and used stock in
counter sales books. Inspect Floor Sale Only............
Offer
164  Worldwide, carton full of various mixtures. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
165  Worldwide, box full of estate odds 'n ends. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
166  Worldwide, accumulation of thousands on stock pages and
album leaves filling a carton. Inspect Floor Sale Only
Offer
167  Worldwide, carton full of covers, WWII to modern. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
168  Worldwide, carton full of various remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
169  Worldwide, carton full of collections, remainders, etc. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
170  Worldwide, large, heavy carton full of collection remainders and
other stuff. Inspect Floor Sale Only...........................
Offer
171  Worldwide, carton full of stamps in envelopes, on sales pages,
etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only ......................................
Offer
172  Worldwide, a very large carton filled with many,
many thousands of stamps sorted into envelopes. Inspect!
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
173  Worldwide, carton full of collection remainders. Inspect.
Offer
 Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
174  Worldwide, two volume collection in Statesman albums.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
175  Worldwide, two large cartons filed with thousands of stamps in
collections, boxes, etc. Who knows what will be found if it was
well organized! Inspect Floor Sale Only ...................
Offer
176  Worldwide, carton full of collection remainders, stocks, etc.
Thousands. Inspect Floor Sale Only..........................
Offer
177  Worldwide, eclectic accumulation with stock book and box full
of over 600 souvenir sheets plus a folder with 40 mint and used
sheets. Inspect Floor Sale Only .................................
Offer
178  Worldwide, thousands of stamps housed in 3 Olympian and 4
Standard Worldwide albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only
Offer
179  Worldwide, carton stuffed with stamps in binders, boxes, etc.
Inspect Floor Sale Only.............................................
Offer
180  Worldwide, carton full of covers, postcards, etc. Inspect!
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
181  Worldwide, carton full of stamps housed in 11 binders. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
182  Worldwide, a mint and used collection in a pair of Statesman
Worldwide albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only .............
Offer
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183  Worldwide, carton with about 1,000 covers. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
184  Worldwide, carton accumultion with both stamps and covers. We
 note useful German area including Colonies, selection of United
Nations FDC's, etc. Worth a look! Floor Sale Only ...
Offer
185  Worldwide, carton full of covers. Inspect Floor Sale Only
.....................................................................................
Offer
186  Worldwide, collection of thousands housed in two large albums.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
Offer
187  Worldwide, the ultimate cancel hoard! Large carton filled with
stamps with nothing after 1950. A true treasure trove that is sure
to be loaded with surprises. Inspect! Floor Sale Only
Offer
188  Worldwide, large carton full of stamps sorted by country into
envelopes. Mostly pre-1950 with thousands in total. Inspect
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
189  Worldwide, collection of thousands of stamps housed in a pair of
Citation albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only ..................
Offer
190  Worldwide, carton of stamps on/off paper plus some covers.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
Offer
191  Worldwide, carton fullof collections, accumulations, and
remainders. Inspect Floor Sale Only..........................
Offer
192  Worldwide, carton full of stamps in various stock books or
albums. Inspect Floor Sale Only ................................
Offer
193  Yugoslavia, a two volume collection of mint and used issues
running from the 1870's to 1980's. Note Bosnia, Croatia,
Montenegro, Serbia with a variety of issues. Hundreds - inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00

WORLDWIDE STAMPS
ALBANIA
194  #C36-42, C46, 1931 Tirana to Rome overprint set and 1939 20q
brown King Victor Emmanuel issue (2), fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$176.00
ARGENTINA
195  #C1-19, 1928 Air Mail set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$195.50
BULGARIA
196  #273-78, 1935 Yunak Gymnastic Organization set complete, very
fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ................................
$208.00
EGYPT
197  #168-171, 1933 Railway Congress set complete, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$70.00
ETHIOPIA
198  #263-267, 1944 Menelik issue, three sets on each of 8 registered
covers with censor tape, Addis Ababa 31/12/44 to New York,
fine-very fine. Catalogue value as stamps (Photo) .....
$186.00
FRANCE
199  #1100, 1964 Philatec issue, a sheet of eight stamps and eight
labels, very fine mint, never hinged (Photo) ..............
$200.00
FRENCH SOUTHERN & ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
200  #45/C106, a group of 13 covers, very fine. Catalogue value as
stamps (Photo) ............................................................
$73.60
201  #C1-2, C4, 1956 Penguin Airm Mail set, very fine mint, lightly
hinged and 1963 Penguin Air Mail issue, very fine mint, never
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$120.00
GERMANY
202  #82, 1912, 5 pf green on airmail commemorative postcard,
cancelled
"Flugpost
am
Rhein
u.am
Main/
Frankfurt/(Main)/20.6.12",
fine-very
fine
(Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$100.00
HUNGARY
203  #990, 1952 20f green Lojus Kossuth issue, a block of eight with a
dramatic pre-printing paper crease through four stamps resulting
in a perforation error as well. A very unique variety! (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$30.00
204  #C26-34, 1933 Air Mail set complete, very fine used (Photo)
.....................................................................................
$136.15
ICELAND
205  #71/83, selection of 9 different 1907-8 dual head issues in pairs
or strips, fine used (Photo) .........................................
$204.90
206  #108-9, 113, 133-35, 1e pair, 3a strip of three, 6a block of four all
on piece plus 20a overprints, very fine used (Photo) ..
$117.50
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207  #127, 150, 1920 2k and 1926 1k on 40a overprint, pairs of each,
#150 has light crease on one stamps otherwise very fine used
(Photo) .......................................................................
$150.00
208  #131, 133-34, 5a, and 20a overprints in blocks of four with an
additional used block of the 5a, fine mint lightly hinged (Photo)
....................................................................................
$108.00
209  #144-145, 1925 7a and 10a issues, very fine mint, never hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$80.00
210  Iceland #144-45, 1925 7a and 10a issues, very fine mint, never
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$80.00
211  #213-216, 1938 New York World's Fair set complete, very fine
used (Photo) ...............................................................
$187.50
MOZAMBIQUE
212  #332-355, 1951 Fish set complete, very fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$120.85
NETHERLANDS
213  #1-3, 1852 5c to 15c King William III set complete, fine-very
fine used (Photo) ........................................................
$181.50
214  #2, 1852 10c lake with a socked-on-the-nose town cancel, fine
used (Photo) Est. Realization .....................................
$25.00
215  #4-6, 1864 5c to 15c King William II set complete, fine used
(Photo) .......................................................................
$124.00
216  #7-12, 1867 King William III Definitive set complete, fine used
(Photo) .......................................................................
$336.25
217  #17-22, 1869-71 Coat of Arms set complete, fine used (Photo)
....................................................................................
$237.00
218  #23-33, 1872-88 King William III Definitive set complete, fine
used (Photo) ...............................................................
$235.05
219  #53, 1893 2g50c bright rose and ultra Princess Wilhelmina issue,
fine-very fine used with Amsterdam cds cancel (Photo) $125.00
220  #54, 1896 5g bronze green and red Princess Wilhelmina issue,
very fine used with cds cancel (Photo) ......................
$350.00
221  #84, 1899 2½ brown lilac Queen Wilhelmina issue, very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$100.00
222  #85, 1899 5g claret Queen Wilhelmina issue, light gum bend
otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......
$225.00
223  #104, 1920 2.50g on 10g Queen Wilhelmina issue, very fine used
with a cds cancel (Photo) ...........................................
$100.00
224  #137-39, 1924 Queen Wilhelmina set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$100.00
225  #278-81, 1946 Queen Wilhelmina set complete, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$200.00
NEW HEBRIDES (FRENCH)
226  #55-66, 1938 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$97.70
RUSSIA
227  #2200-2203, 1959 Sports and Travel issue, 460 complete sets,
very fine mint, never hinged .....................................
$552.00
ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON
228  #J48-57, 1942 Postage Due set complete, perf thin on 20c
otherwise fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo)
$570.00
UMM AL QIWAIN
229  #26-33, (ex. #32), 1965 Kennedy issue in part sheets, 100 copies
of each, very fine mint, never hinged ........................
$605.00
UNITED STATES
230  SFL Portland Maine Apr 13 (1857) circular cancel to Montreal,
h/s 6 and oval U STATES, b/s Montreal, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
231  SFL Union, Mich August 10, 1855 to Richmnd Hill, Canada
West, m/s rated Paid 3 then croseed out and m/s rated Paid 10, h/s
red PAID and red oval UNITED/6D/ STATES, b/s red Richmond
Hill double split ring AU 18 1855, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
232  SFL Roxbury JUN 25 1858 MS circular cancel to Halifax, Nova
Scotia, h/s 6 and 10 and oval U STATES, reverse h/s with oval
steamer cancel. Small stain on face otherwise fine-very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$25.00
233  Stampless Patriot cover shows flag with 33 stars arranged in a
five pointed star, South Westelo N.Y. JUN 5 (1861) large circular
cancel to Bronte, C.W., h/s UNITED STATES/6D and m/s Due
10, b/s with GTR/WEST/JU 6/61 split ring. Cover has been
repaired at top (Photo) Est. Realization .....................
$25.00
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTIONS & LARGE LOTS
234  Australia, collection of official perfins OS/NSW on Roos and
KGV issues with 14 large hole and 17 small hole, fine-very fine
used, two small hole are mint. Inspect Est. Realization $100.00
235  Australia, a selection of 8 covers or cards from the KGV to
KGVI era all to foreign destinations. One is unused, four are
Quantas FFC's to South Africa. Very fine, nice clean group.
Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization .................................
$50.00
236  Australia, somewhat sparce collection mounted on album leaves.
We saw Explorers 4sh to £1, and other useful. Good review
required here! Est. Realization...................................
$40.00
237  Australia, annual souvenir collection for 1998 as issued by
Australia Post. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face $45.55 AU
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
238  Bahamas, all used accumulation of mostly QE issues, although
a few older noted as well as values to £1. Useful lot. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$30.00
239  British Commonwealth, accumulation of various omnibus
issues assembed on stock pages. Starts with 1937 KGVI
Coronation and runs through QE era with 1953 Coronation,
Churchill, various Royal Visits and other QE events like
Birthdays and Anniversaries. Looks like each issue present is
basically complete with 559 sets and 226 souvenir sheets. Very
fine mint, never hinged or lightly hinged with the odd used
scattered throughout Est. Realization.........................
$750.00
240  British Commonwealth, accumulation of 17 KGVI 1948 Silver
Wedding sets, very fine used .....................................
$424.00
241  British Commonwealth, accumulation of issues assembed
on stock pages. Mainly relating to QE events with various
Birthdays and Anniversaries. Looks like each issue present is
complete with 191 sets and 250 souvenir sheets. Very fine mint,
never hinged ..............................................................
$350.00
242  British Commonwealth, lovely accumulation of 1,000's
 of different Omnibus issues housed in five stock books.
Includes Peace, Coronations, Churchill, UPU, Royalty,
Anniversaries, etc., with sets, souvenir sheets, and FDC's. Nice
lot. Inspect Est. Realization........................................
$300.00
243  British Commonwealth, accumulation of issues assembed
on stock pages. All relating to the Queen Mother with various
Birthdays. Looks like each issue present is complete with
173 sets and 191 souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged.
.....................................................................................
$250.00
244  British Commonwealth, electic accumulation of stamps and
 covers from a range of countries. Include Australia Wetland
Conservation sheetlets, unused progressive proof sets from
Grenada and St. Vincent, mint and used collections from Nepal
and Tibet, plus a selection of covers and cards from India.
Interesting group -inspect! Est. Realization ...............
$200.00
245  British Commonwealth, accumulation of issues assembed
on stock pages. Mainly relating to QE events like Coronation
and Anniversaries. Looks like each issue present is complete with
155 sets and 116 souvenir sheets. Very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$200.00
246  British Commonwealth, accumulation of 1948 King George VI
Silver Wedding issues, mostly mint complete sets with the odd
used high value. Includes 50 sets and very fine mint lightly
hinged Est. Realization ..............................................
$200.00
247  British Commonwealth, accumulation of 12 different KGV
Silver Jubilee sets, very fine mint, never hinged and lightly
hinged ........................................................................
$196.10
248  British Commonwealth, accumulation of the 1935 King George
V Silver Jubilee with 55 complete sets. Very fine mint and used
(some mixed) and the mint being both never hinged and lightly
hinged Est. Realization ..............................................
$150.00
249  British Commonwealth, selection of KGVI 1948 Silver
Wedding sets from Basotuland, Grenada, KUT, and MalayaSelangor, very fine mint, lightly hinged .....................
$115.40
250  British Commonwealth, selection of 46 intact booklets from the
QE era. Includes Channel Islands, Falkland Islands, Gibraltar, etc
with values up to $50+ though mostly in the $5 to $10 range.
Very fine mint, never hinged. Inspect Est. Realization $100.00
Please mail your bid sheet early!
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251  British Commonwealth, a selection of 11 covers from the
KGV-KGVI era including 1935 Silver Jubilees, 1948 Silver
Weddings, etc. Nice and clean, very fine. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
252  British Commonwealth, interesting accumulation of what
 looks like material acquired as new issues or from various
dealers over the years. Includes sets, better singles, intact
booklets, the odd FDC, even an envelope of Fleetwood covers
from the U.S.A. Quite the mix and worth a close look. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
253  British Commonwealth, a pair of Printers Proof sheets with
Nauru #210-13 10th Anniversary of Air Nauru, and Tuvalu #11417 Captain Cook Anniversary. Both with value tablets omitted,
very fine, ungummed (Photo) Est. Realization ..........
$50.00
254  British Commonwealth, accumultion issues from A-Z
countries housed in a file box. Organized by country there are
thousands of stamps here, mainly from the KGVI and QE era.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
255  British Commonwealth, a two volume collection mainly
 dealing with Royalty with Diana issues and QE Anniversary
issue plus a volume of covers with gold foil stamps. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
256  British Commonwealth, a mint and used collection of Antigua,
Bahamas, Barbados, and Bermuda assembled on album leaves.
We note sets, singles, souvenir sheets and the odd cover. Runs
from KGVI to QE era and fine-very fine Est. Realization $50.00
257  British Commonwealth, collection of QE 1978 Coronation
 Anniversary issues with a complete mint never hinged set of
souvenir sheets, various used souvenir sheets and FDC's. Very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$50.00
258  British Commonwealth, collection of 56 official First Day
Covers for the 1977 QEII Silver Jubilee. Nicely described and
housed in a commemorative album. Likely the complete set. Very
fine Est. Realization ..................................................
$40.00
259  British Europe, accumulation of prestige packs and year sets
from Gibraltar, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Ireland, etc.
Some stamps missing but plenty of complete sets and mostly all
never hinged. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect ........
$526.00
260  British Pacific, nice collection of mostly used issues from
Australia and New Zealand. Note Australia Roos to 2sh,
Navigator to $4, Gibbons #272a, re-entry £30, etc. New Zealand
with KGV to 1sh, useful Health issues, etc. Generally fine-very
fine. Inspect Est. Realization .....................................
$75.00
261  Cyprus, accumulation of the Vending Machine Stamp
Adhesive Labels (2002 issue) with values to £1. Very fine
mint, never hinged. Face CYP £48.52 = CDN $132.11.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
262  Gibraltar, all mint collection of issues from KGV to QE era
housed in a "Collecta" album. Filled with used sets to £5,
souvenir sheets, etc. Very fine mint, mostly never hinged and an
excellent basis for expansion. Album alone worth the estimate
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
263  Great Britain, a mint and used collection of issues from QV
through QE assembled on album leaves. We spotted better single
values, complete sets, some never hinged material, etc. Worth a
close look .................................................................. $1,250.00
264  Great Britain, a mint and used collection of issues from 19671988 housed in a Scott Specialty album. Filled with hundreds of
stamps and plenty of sets. Routinely fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
265  Great Britain, all used selection housed in three stock books.
Runs from KGV "Downey Heads" through QE issues. Note KGV
2sh6p and 5sh Britannia issues, plenty of commemorative sets,
"Machin mania" and more. Thousands of stamps and worth a
look Est. Realization..................................................
$100.00
266  Great Britain, accumulation of 200 picture post cards,
mainly 1910 to 1930, used and unused, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
267  Great Britain, accumulation of thousands of used issues housed
in three stock books. Runs from QV through QE era and is finevery fine throughout with useful high values, etc. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$75.00
268  Great Britain, accumulation of 18 covers to Ireland 1820
through 1879 (three are stampless). Most with "Penny Reds" in
multiples. Also comes with 100 legal documents from Ireland.
Some mixed condition. Inspect Est. Realization .......
$50.00
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269  Great Britain, all used accumulation of issues housed
in a 32 page stock book. Many hundreds from KEVII to QE
era and an unchecked lot for inverted w/m's, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
270  Great Britain, all used accumulation of QE issues with
thousands and about 95% or more are commemoratives. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
271  Great Britain, huge accumulation of thousands of issues from
the QE era with both definitive and commemorative
issues.There's thousands of stamps here and we note blocks,
cancels, etc. Inspect Est. Realization..........................
$40.00
272  Great Britain, a selection of 8 covers or cards 1943-1978 all
with Postage Due stamps from J28 through J86, fine-very fine.
Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization .................................
$40.00
273  Great Britain, accumulation of thousands of QE Wilding issues
of the 1950's stuffed into glassines. Appears to be an unchecked
lot. Inspect Est. Realization........................................
$25.00
274  Great Britain, accumulation of thousands of QE Machin Heads.
Good specialist lot. Inspect Est. Realization ..............
$25.00
275  Heligoland, accumulation of 107 mostly mint stamps between
#5/14 assembled on a stock page. Likely reprints but if they are
original printings the catalogue value is $11,785.Mostly fine.
Sold "as is." Inspect Est. Realization .........................
$75.00
276  Hong Kong, all used stock book accumultion with 725 stamps
running from QV to QE woth complete sets to the $20. Includes a
nice group of China overprints. Inspect Est. Realization $75.00
277  Hong Kong, mostly used collection of QE issues, though some
earlier, assembled on Minkus album pages. Useful range of
material. Inspect Est. Realization...............................
$40.00
278  Hong Kong, a selection of 49 QE era (1950's to modern) covers
to addresses in Canada and the U.S.A. with values to $20. Finevery fine Est. Realization ...........................................
$25.00
279  Ireland, accumulation of likely a few thousand stamps all off
paper with good variety. Inspect Est. Realization ......
$25.00
280  Jamaica, selection of 15 WWII censored covers to
addresses in Canada, Great Britain or the United States,
1939-1942. Includes different rates and each cover with censor
tape. Retail priced in the $20-$30 range. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
281  Jersey, all mint collection of issues 1970 through 1990
and nearing completion for the period, if not complete with
sets, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Very fine mint, never hinged
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$200.00
282  Maldive Islands, all mint stock selection of issues between
#22/617 with singles and sets. Very fine mint, never hinged and
duplication of all items. Inspect. Owner's 2006 Scott catalogue
value .......................................................................... $1,649.70

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS
AITUTAKI
283  #13, 1914 1sh vermilion KEVII surcharged issue, fine-very fine
mint, never hinged (Photo) .........................................
$55.00
ASCENSION
284  #21, 1924 3sh black and blue KGV issue, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged (Photo) ..................................................
$100.00
285  #40-49, 1938-53 KGVI Defintive set of 13 values (missing
a few A-D numbers), fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo)
.....................................................................................
$117.35
AUSTRALIA
286  #113, 1931 ½p orange KGV issue, a pair tied to cover Pialba 12
AU 35, red triangular label Wreck Rocket Flight Mahen-Fraser
Island, very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ...................
$100.00
287  #114, 1931 1p green KGV issue tied to cover Pialba 12 AU 35,
green triangular label Wreck Rocket Flight Mahen-Fraser Island,
very fine (Photo) Est. Realization...............................
$100.00
288  #127-129, 1932-35
10sh
to
£2
Kangaroo
issues
overprinted SPECIMEN, fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
BAHAMAS
289  #85-89, 1930 Seal of Bahamas set complete, fine-very fine used
with cds cancels (Photo) .............................................
$214.00
290  #116-129, 1942 KGVI overprinted set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$68.45
Values shown for British Commonwealth and
Worldwide stamps are from the current Scott catalogue.
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BECHUANALAND
291  #1, 1886 4p blue overprinted issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$72.50
292  #28, 1888 1s on 1sh green QV issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$220.00
BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE
293  #53, 1890 ½p vermilion QV overprinted issue, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$200.00
BRITISH HONDURAS
294  #56, 1899 $2 green and ultra QV issue, fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$150.00
BRUNEI
295  #28a, 1922 10¢ violet Borneo Exhibition overprint issue, finevery fine used (Photo) ................................................
$65.00
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
296  #3, 1857 1p rose issue, fine used (Photo) ..................
$240.00
CAYMAN ISLANDS
297  #12, 1905 1sh brown orange KEVII issue, very fine used (Photo)
....................................................................................
$62.50
298  #122-134, 1950 KGVI Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$75.70
COOK ISLANDS
299  #30-38, 1902 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$213.75
CYPRUS
300  #11, 1881 ½pi emerald green QV issue, very fine used with a
squared circle cancel (Photo) .....................................
$52.50
301  #125-135, 1934 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$179.50
FALKLAND ISLANDS
302  #11, 1891 1p orange brown QV issue, a fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged pair (Photo) .........................................
$200.00
303  #36, 1912 3sh dark green KGV issue, very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$100.00
304  #84-96, 101-102, 1938-46 and 1949 KGVI Definitve sets
complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo)
$312.90
FIJI
305  #J12-19, 1940 Postage Due set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$99.25
GIBRALTAR
306  #117a, 1943 10sh black and blue KGVI Definitive issue, (perf.
14), very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ................
$70.00
307  #18, 1886 6p violet QV issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$130.00
GOLD COAST
308  #49-55, 1904-7 KEVII Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$179.50
GREAT BRITAIN
309  #1, 1840 1p black fine-very fine used with red maltese cross
cancel (Photo) ............................................................
$300.00
310  #108, 1884 5sh carmine, very fine used with cds cancel (Photo)
....................................................................................
$220.00
311  #111-122, 1887-92 QV Jubilee set complete, fine-very fine used
(Photo) .......................................................................
$254.25
312  #139, 1902 2sh6p lilac, very fine used with cds cancels (Photo)
....................................................................................
$150.00
GREAT BRITAIN OFFICES IN ERITREA
313
#27-33, 1951 KGVI surcharged set complete, very fine mint,
never hinged (Photo) .................................................
$62.70
GREAT BRITAIN OFFICES IN MOROCCO
314  #17, 17a, 1899 50c violet, a vertical pair with both the regular
and the variety in overprint, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$141.00
315  #219, 1931 5sh carmine rose KGV overprinted issue, very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$62.50
GRENADA
316  #114-123, 1934 KGV Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$58.00
HONG KONG
317  #161, 1938 30¢ olive bister KGVI Definitive issue, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$125.00
318  Hong Kong #178-79, 1948 King George VI Silver Wedding set,
very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ........................
$303.00
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319  #185-198, 1954-60 QE Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$120.00
320  #197, 1954 $5 green and violet QE Definitive issue, two copies
with one dark and one light shade, (Gibbons #190, 190a), very
fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ................................
$200.00
321  #197, 1954 $5 green and violet QE Definitive issue, very fine
mint, never hinged (Photo) .........................................
$100.00
322  #198, 1954 $10 ultra and violet QE Definitive issue, two copies
with one dark and one light shade, (Gibbons #191, 191a), very
fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ................................
$170.00
323  #198, 1954 $10 ultra and violet QE Definitive issue, very fine
mint, never hinged (Photo) .........................................
$85.00
MALAYA - JOHORE
324  #130-150, 1949-55 Definitive set complete plus extra shades of
the 2¢ and 6¢, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) $110.35
MALAYA - KELANTAN
325  #50-70, 1951 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$159.90
MALAYA - PAHANG
326  #50-70, 1950 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$102.90
MALAYA - PERAK
327  #127-137, 1957-61 Definitive set complete, very fine mint, never
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$36.00
MALAYA - SELANGOR
328  #80-100, 1949 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$113.00
MALAYA - TRENGGANU
329  #53-73, 1949 Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$146.95
330  #J1-4, 1937 Postage Due set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$275.00
331  #J1-4, 1937 Postage Due set complete, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$275.00
MALTA
332  #8-13, 1885 QV Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged (Photo) ..................................................
$121.00
333  #18, 1899 10sh St. Paul at the Shipwreck issue, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$105.00
334  #42-45, 1905-11 4½p and 5p engraved Definitive issues (4), finevery fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ........................
$75.25
335  #77/90, accumulation of 9 issues (7 different) KGV overprints of
1922, fine-very fine used (Photo) ...............................
$111.40
MAURITIUS
336  #21, 1861 1sh green Britannia issue, fine-very fine used with
numeral cancel (Photo) ...............................................
$150.00
NAURU
337  #1/12, interesting selection of 12 Great Britain KGV Definitive
issues all with forged overprints. Fine-very fine, good reference
lot (Photo) Est. Realization.........................................
$25.00
NEW SOUTH WALES
338  #31, 1854 1sh pale red brown QV issue, fine-very fine used
(Photo) ........................................................................
$175.00
NEW ZEALAND
339  #1, 1855 1p back Hausberg proof pair on card, fine-very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$25.00
340  #75, 78, 1898 3p and 6p issues, black proof pairs on india, very
fine (Photo) Est. Realization.......................................
$40.00
341  #AR81, 1950 7sh6p olive grey Postal-Fiscal issue, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$70.00
342  #O76-86, 1940 Official set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$97.60
343  #O92-99, 1946-51 KGVI Official set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$77.15
NORTHERN NIGERIA
344  #38, 1910 10sh green and red KEVII issue, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged (Photo) ..................................................
$52.50
NORTHERN RHODESIA
345  #25-45, 1938-52 KGVI Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$136.30
PAPUA NEW GUINEA
346  #J1-5, 1960 Postage Due set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$74.75
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PITCAIRN ISLANDS
347  #1-8, 1940-51 KGVI Definitive set (10) complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$62.80
SAMOA
348  #178, 1935 £1 pink, fine-very fine mint, very lightly hinged
(Photo) .......................................................................
$62.50
SARAWAK
349  #180-195, 1950-52 KGVI Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$114.85
SEYCHELLES
350  #1-21, 1890-1900 QV Definitive set complete, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$526.00
SINGAPORE
351  #1-20, 1948 KGVI Definitive set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged or never hinged (Photo) ......................
$160.00
SOLOMON ISLANDS
352  #1-7, 1907 first issue complete, fine mint, lightly hinged. Good
condition for these! (Photo) .......................................
$353.00
353  #J1-8, 1940 Postage Due set complete, very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$64.75
SOUTH AFRICA
354  #59, 1937 6p orange and green, a horizontal pair, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$50.00
355  #68-71, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee set complete in pairs, fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$62.50
356  #90-97, 1942-43 War issue set complete in pairs or triples as
issued, very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ............
$40.00
357  #B1-4, 1933-36 Semi-postal set complete in horizontal pairs,
fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ................
$48.25
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
358  #92, 1927 5sh deep green, a horizontal pair, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$85.00
359  #104, 1927 5sh deep green, a horizontal pair, very fine mint,
lightly hinged (Photo) ................................................
$70.00
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
360  #81-94, 1953 QE Definitive set complete, very fine mint, never
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$99.50
ST. HELENA
361  #109, 1934 10sh "High Knoll" issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$92.50
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
362  #167c, 1912 $5 green and red KGV Definitive issue, Die II, finevery fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) ........................
$110.00
363  #171, 1912 $5 green and red KGV Definitive issue on surfacecoloured paper, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged (Photo) $92.50
TONGA
364  #1-5, 1886-92 KGI set complete, fine mint, ogh (Photo) $182.00
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
365  #62-68, 1890-93 Swans set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ...........................................................
$137.00

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
366  Newfoundland, duplicated accumulation of 136 Revenue issues
(12 different), some mixed condition though mostly fine used.
Van Dam catalogue value ..........................................
$555.25
367  Newfoundland, nice little mint and used collection of issues
between #23/270, C19, and includes mint #23, 57, 94, 145-59,
181, etc. Fine-very fine. Inspect ................................
$538.35
368  Newfoundland, nice mint and used selection of both regular
issues and Revenues between #12A/55, R12/R38. Includes #12A,
18, 20, 27, 32A, 33, 39-40, 41-55, 46-48, etc. Generally fine-very
fine. Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization.........................
$300.00
369  Newfoundland #C12, 1932 $1.50 on $1.00 Dornier DO-X Flight
overprint on piece with First Day Cancel, St. Johns, Nfld May 19,
1932, very fine (Photo) ..............................................
$400.00

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
370
371
372

Scott 2008 catalogues, vol's 1-4 Floor Sale Only ......
Offer
Scott 2004 catalogue, vol's 1 to 6 Floor Sale Only....
Offer
carton full of literature with handbooks, catalogues, etc. Inspect
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
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PHILATELIC SUPPLIES
373
374
375

large plastic tub full of supplies. Inspect Floor Sale Only Offer
box full of new blank or quadrille album pages. Compatible with
Davo, Minkus, etc. Still in the unopened packages. High retail.
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
Offer
carton full of used albums, etc. Inspect Floor Sale Only Offer

CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
376  all mint collection of issues from #85 onward mounted on
quadrille album leaves. Includes #85, 126ii pair, 135, 141-148,
149-156, 192i in block of 9, 201, 202-4, 208-16, 217-227, 228-30
coil pairs, 231-36 blocks, 239-40 coil pairs, 249-62, all War issue
booklet panes and coil pairs, #268-273, 302, 321, a great
selection of Centennial issues with booklet panes, coil pairs, and
much more. A nice clean collection that is routinely fine-very fine
and much never hinged material will be found .......... $2,800.00
377  accumulation of used high value definitive issues between
#302/1698 with plenty of better including #302 (2), 977 (29),
1698 (45), ETC. Fine-very fine. Inspect .................... $1,822.50
378  all used accumulation of high values between #321/1690, 13
different with 100 of each, fine-very fine .................. $1,790.00
379  accumulation of Christmas issues from the 1970's through 2000.
Over 2,000 stamps and almost are are the U.S. or International
rate issues. Fine-very fine .......................................... $1,679.60
380  all mint selection of issues with 183i (line pair), 198, 211-16,
238-40 (coil pairs), 268-273, 302, (mint single and used block),
522i and 525i (centre blocks), E8, O11. Routinely very fine and
much is never hinged (Photo) .....................................
$630.75
381  accumulation of modern issues in singles, blocks, souvenir
sheets, booklets, etc., denominations from 1¢ to $8. Very fine
mint, never hinged. Face $767.61 Est. Realization ....
$525.00
382  all mint selection of issues from Victorian onward
assembled on stock cards. Includes #34 (2), Queen Victoria
Numeral issues, King Edward VII issues, KGV coils with singles
and pairs, #135, 158, 177, 195-200, 227, 245, 411 plate block
465B plate block, useful back-of-the-book with Special
Deliveries, Officials, etc. Some gum problems noted but
generally fine-very fine with substantial catalogue value. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$500.00
383  all used collection of issues from 1897-2002 housed
in three volumes plus a stock book of duplicates. Loaded
with better material like #66-73 (#72 with Granby squared
circle), 74-84, 85-88, 89-95, 104-122, 125-27 coil pairs, 126a
pair, 130-31 coil pairs, 159, 160-61 coil pairs, 162-177, 178-83
coil pairs, 205i-207i coil line pairs, then a host of other useful
material in a highly complete arrangement with sets, booklet
panes, souvenir sheets, etc. A very fine collection! Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$400.00
384  a small but duplicated assortment of mint and used (mostly)
modern era varieties. Very fine. Darnell catalogue value $350.75
385  collection of Canada Post Souvenir Cards #1-2, 3a, #7-12, very
fine .............................................................................
$337.50
386  accumulation of 100 x $5 issues, 200 x $2 issues, 100 x $1
issues, and 1,000 x 50¢ issues, all mint no gum. Face value
$1,500 Est. Realization ..............................................
$300.00
387  all mint collection of Official issues assembled on stock page
from #O1//O49, CO1-2, EO1-2. Includes better like #O11, O12i,
O32, etc. Very fine, never hinged ..............................
$282.10
388  accumulation of used issues from Victorian onward assembled on
stock cards. Wide range including useful QV Leaf and Numeral
issues, King Edward VII (with shades), King George V Definitive
sets, Registration issues (with shades), Special Delivery issues,
few modern FDC's, and much more. Generally fine, or fine-very
fine used. Inpsect (Photo) Est. Realization .................
$250.00
389  dealers accumulation of RPO cancels housed in sales cards.
Over 150 stamps and about half are Small Queen era. Nice clear
stikes that have been retail priced at $780. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$200.00
390  accumulation of Federal and Provincial Wildlife Conservation
(Duck) stamps with 26 items either in booklets or mini-sheets.
Very fine mint, never hinged Est. Realization............
$200.00
Catalogue values for Canada and BNA are from
the current Unitrade Canada Specialized
catalogue.
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391  a mint and used collection in an old-time Jarrett album.
Note useful Quebec issues, high values with $1 Destroyer,
$1 Fisherman, etc., Air Mail and Special Delivery issues plus
other useful with high catalogue. Generally fine-very fine.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$200.00
392  lovely collection of used Small Queen issues with 1¢ (39),
2¢ (21), 3¢ (32), 6¢ (9), 8¢ (23). Filled with useful material
including a great range of shades, re-entries, plate varieties,
fancy and dated cancels, early bar type precancels, etc. Fine-very
fine and worth the time for a close review (Photo).
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
393  a lovely old-time collection of 265 Military cancels on
stamps running from WWII through 1950's and virtually all with
socked-on-the-nose cancels. Saw MPO's, NPO's, etc. Great
collection that truely must be viewed to be appreciated. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$200.00
394  interesting mint and used accumulation of a few hundred
items. Includes selection of booklet panes #149a/C9a ($295),
precancel selection of 51 different with better ($117), selection
of used blocks of four and souvenir sheets, mint
mini-panes ($572), etc. Generally fine-very fine. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$200.00
395  a wonderful collection of Western Canada cancellations from BC
through Manitoba asembled on album leaves. Runs from Small
Queen period to modern with 1,050 items. Fine-very fine. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$150.00
396  hugh accumulation of the Centennial issue with 50,000 stamps
from #454-465B. Great lot to look for cancels, tagging, papers,
etc. Est. Realization...................................................
$150.00
397  a used bundleware accumulation with thousands of modern era
stamps. We note 1954 4¢ phosphor, Centennial hibrites, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
398  a mint and used collection of issues from early to modern.
Note 3¢ Large Queen with fancy cancel, 50¢ Bluenose, etc. and
some modern "face." Generally fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
399  all mint accumulation of issues from early 20th Century to the
1940's. Includes assortment of Quebec Tercentenary issues,
Admirals with singles, multiples, imprints, KGV Medallion
issues with multiples, etc. Few scattered flts but much of use.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
400  collection of used blocks of four (or larger) assembed on stock
pages. Runs from the issues of KEVII to modern with several
hundred in total. Inspect Est. Realization ..................
$100.00
401  accumulation of about 1,087 private perfins assembled in a stock
book and on album leaves. Runs from KEVII issues onward with
good variety. Inspect Est. Realization........................
$100.00
402  bundleware accumulation with 13,000 stamps from 1930's
to modern and almost all are commemoratives. Includes
100 of #797a booklet pane w/o selvedge. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
403  huge accumulation of used all off paper running from Small
Queens to modern. Note blocks, back-of-the-book issues, perfins,
etc., etc. A conservative estimate is likely about 15,000 stamps.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
404  accumulation of over 1,000 3¢ Small Queen issues with
a wide range of shades, cancels, etc. We saw cds, towns, squared
circles, etc. and there will be plenty of perforation varieties.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$100.00
405  accumulation of mint issues from QV to modern housed
in a stock book and on album leaves. Includes better like #54,
90a pair, E3, good coils, precancel blocks, plate blocks,
Air Mail and Special Delivery issues, etc. Generally
fine-very fine lightly hinged and never hinged. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
406  mostly mint selection of issues from QV through the
1950's assembled in a stock book. Useful Admirals with
shades, coils, and other good material. Some with gum problems
or no gum but a useful lot none-the-less. Worth a look.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
407  all used accumulation of 43¢ to 47¢ commemoratives with
over 1 lb in total, all off paper. Thousands, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$100.00
408  collection of Small Queen issues (66) assembled on album
leaves. Contains the set complete with plenty of duplicates,
shades, and cancels including fancy, squared circles, etc. Fine
used. Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization........................
$75.00
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409  accumulation of Prince Edward Island cancels on issues from
Small Queens (23) through the 1950' with 45 stamps in total. We
note on SQ's Head of St. Peter's Bay, Hunter's River, Morell
Station, Stanley Bridge, Winsloe Station, etc. Nice group. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$75.00
410  accumulation of 360 Victorian issues mainly selected
for cancellation interest. We note cds, fancy, squared
circles, rollers, RPO, numerals, etc. Interesting lot. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$75.00
411  selection of five and four hole perforated OHMS issues. Includes
#OA118, OA173, OA231-26, O244-45 and others. Fine-very fine
used Est. Realization..................................................
$75.00
412  small all mint accumulation on album leaves and stock
pages. Note Medallion set complete and others. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
413  all used collection running from Small Queens onward housed in
a clean, full colour Unity album. Hundreds of stamps. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
414  acumulation of $1 to $8 high values on piece with singles and
blocks plus 45 copies of Scott #226, (catalogue $180). Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
415  all used accumulation of over 750 stamps assembled in
a stock book. Runs from 1897 Jubilees to modern and selected
copies for socked-on-the-nose cancels. Fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
416  accumulation of 475+ 3¢ Small Queen issues housed in a stock
book. Range of cork cancels. Inspect Est. Realization
$50.00
417  all used collection of issues selected for either the
cancel or because it was a multiple. Contains 108 used
blocks including a plate strip of 10 of #321 (plate 2), plus useful
range of cancels. There's good material to be had here. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
418  collection of issues selected for Flag cancellations with stamps
from QV to QE though 97% are Victorian era. Includes one 3¢
Jubilee cover. Nice group. Inspect Est. Realization ...
$50.00
419  nice collection of Small Queens assembled on album leaves, 114
selected copies for mainly soaked-on-the-nose cancels.
Saw one page of 3¢ rose carmines. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
420  cancellation collection with 304 stamps on the issues
of QV through KEVII. Fillecd with useful including cds,
duplex, split rings, squared circles, etc. Inspect (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
421  accumulation of Small Queens with 1¢ (40, including 9 pairs),
2¢ (73), and 3¢ (24, including 12 pairs), fine-very fine used.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
422  assortment of miscellaneous used in three stock books
plus envelope full of on paper parcel clippings. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
423  nice used collection of 85 RPO cancels, all on piece. Covers
the period 1935-1946 and all are nice clear strikes. Inspect.
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$40.00
424  selection of Victoria issues with cds cancels, Small Queens
through Numeral issues, 112 items all with identifiable strikes,
fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization ......................
$40.00
425  used accumulation of on paper mixture filling a huge shoe box.
Mostly modern era commemoratives Est. Realization
$40.00
426  miscellaneous accumulation filling a large shoe box. Who knows
what's here - inspect! Est. Realization........................
$25.00
427  accumulation of issues mostly off paper stuffed into glassines.
Many hundreds. Inspect Est. Realization ...................
$20.00
428  accumulation of thousands of stamps from early to modern
in #4 size glassines housed in a two-drawer file cabinet.
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
429  carton full of stamps on paper, mostly pre-1950's,
plus some worldwide as well. Good for cancels. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
430  carton full of stamps and covers. Inspect Floor Sale Only
.....................................................................................
Offer
431  carton full of stamps on paper, mostly from the 1950's. Good for
cancels. Inspect Floor Sale Only................................
Offer
432  huge sack full of on paper mixture, about 40 lb.
Floor Sale Only...........................................................
Offer
433  carton of on-paper mixture, few covers and other "goodies."
Inspect Floor Sale Only .............................................
Offer
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CANADA POSTAL HISTORY
434  accumulation of 62 covers from stampless onward. Useful group
for rates and destinations with ½¢ QV Maple Leaf imprint block
of six, 2¢ Admiral on bag tag, various Admiral registered covers,
First Flights, and a host of other useful. Fine-very fine. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$500.00
435  a nice group of 20 covers mostly franked with Air Mail or Special
Delivery issues, many First Day cancels, etc. Nice clean group
retail priced at $685. Inspect (Photo) Est. Realization
$250.00
436  useful selection of earlier First Day Covers between #191/316,
C3/C9, CE3, E11. Fifty different and fine-very fine. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$200.00
437  nice three volume postal stationery collection from 1864 (Nesbit)
to Modern with 190 covers or cards and 915 cut squares. We note
Cork, RPC, Squared Circle and other useful cancels. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$60.00
438  accumulation of 120 postal cards or envelopes assembled on
album leaves. Good range of towns though some mixed condition
with file spikes, etc. Inspect Est. Realization ............
$60.00
439  a selection of 15 covers (two fronts) from Victorian to modern
collected for some form of cancel interest, destination, etc.
Includes "Found In Damaged Condition," "Not Called For,"
squared circle cancels, etc. Interesting group worthy of a close
look 0 Est. Realization................................................
$50.00
440  selection of a few hundred covers. Note a useful selection of
material from the 1920's and 1930's with town cancels, etc.
Inspect Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
441  two volume collection of over 150 First Day or Special
Event covers. One with FDC issues of 1971-73, cacheted
and unaddressed, the second volume with FDC's and
Special Events plus a few from the USA. Very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
442  accumulation of 260 modern era First Day Covers.
Just 4 different issues, Winnie the Poo, Super Heros,
Skating and Ballons. Cacheted and unaddressed, very fine.
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$50.00
443  two volume collection of Metered Mail and Prepaid By Permit.
Includes 108 covers and 936 cut squares covering the period
1929-1972. We note different meter machines, slogan cancels,
Consular Mail (18 covers), Prepaid By Permit numbers with
earliest #0003 and latest #9797 though most are low numbers.
Insteresting group. Inspect Est. Realization...............
$50.00
444  shoebox full of a hundred or so covers and post cards from
Edwardian onward. Inspect Est. Realization .............
$40.00
445  interesting lot of letter crests, permit cut squares, etc. Few
hundred, inspect Est. Realization ..............................
$25.00
446  collection of First Day Covers in 8 volumes. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only ..........................................................
Offer
447  three cartons full of commercial covers from across Canada.
Great for cancels. Inspect Floor Sale Only................
Offer
448  three cartons full of commercial covers from across Canada.
Great for cancels. Inspect Floor Sale Only................
Offer
STAMPLESS COVERS
449  Brantford, Feb 26 1852 large blue circular cancel to Kingston,
h/s circular Paid 3d, flap missing otherwise fine-very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
450  Lanark, JA 8 1868 double split ring to Ottawa and forwarded
to Toronto, h/s UNPAID 7 and FORWARDED, b/s Ottawa
PM/JA 9 69. Flap missing otherwise fine-very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
451  St.Jean Baptiste, 21 July 1857 manuscript dated cover m/s paid
3 to Montreal, b/s red St-Matthieu July 22, 1851; Chambly July
22, 1851; and Montreal July 23, 1851, fine-very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
POSTAL STATIONERY
452  #CPR35, 1¢ red KEVII postal card "Banff Hot Springs Hotel"
with Montreal machine cancel to England, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
453  #EN47, 1933 3¢ Medallion issue postal envelope with Edmonton
Oct 16/8 PM/1936 slogan cancel to Denmark. Shortpaid 2¢ and
h/s Cents Due and m/s 20 centimes. The postage due was then
paid by meter. Fine-very fine and an interesting item. Inspect
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$25.00
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454  #P1, 1¢ blue QV postal card tied by 2 ring 38 cancel
Bowmanville AP 12 73 to Toronto, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
455  Canada #P1, 1¢ blue QV postal card with 2 ring 24 cancel to
Toronto with Toronto PM/NO 21/73 receiver, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$25.00
POST CARDS
456  Canada Provinces, (no Ontario) selection of 100 picture
post cards 1905-1940. Saw BC, QC, PEI, fine-very fine. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
457  Boy Scouts, wholesale lot of 200 thematic postcard packs
produced for CJ '93 Jamboree. All very fine and in sealed packs
as produced with 6 cards per pack. Shipping weight about 7kg
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
458  Boy Scouts, wholesale lot of 6,000 thematic postcards produced
for CJ '93 Jamboree. All very fine and in sealed packs
as produced with 6 cards per pack. Shipping weight about 15kg
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$50.00
459  First Nations, selection on 30 picture post cards, a few are
used and some from USA as well. Nice clean group (Photo)
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$60.00
460  London, Ontario, accumulation of 100 picture post cards 1905
to 1950 (mainly 1908-1920), about half are used and mailed in
the city, fine-very fine. Inspect Est. Realization.........
$100.00
461  Nova Scotia, selection of 80 different picture post cards
assembled in album. Note b/w, patriotic, etc. Nice group retail
priced at over $400 (Photo) Est. Realization ..............
$100.00
462  Ontario, accumulation of 200 picture post cards 1905 to 1945,
fine-very fine. Inspect ................................................
$100.00
463  Ontario, accumulation of 100 picture post cards, modern
chromes all mainly with sub-post office cancels, several London,
very fine. Inspect Est. Realization..............................
$50.00
464  Trains,, Railway, and Railway Station picture post cards. A
selection of 100 cards from the USA and European, mostly
unused. Inspect Est. Realization.................................
$50.00

CANADA PLATE BLOCKS
465  accumulation of tagged QE Wilding issues in blocks with #337p
(72), 338p (12), 339p (96), 341p (4), fine-very fine mint, never
hinged ........................................................................
$317.00
466  the hoard of Wilding issue plate blocks, all in matched sets, 231
in total and includes #340 (pl. 5 x 29, pl. 6 x 71), #341 (pl. 5 x 1,
pl. 6 x 16, pl. 11 x 59, pl. 12 x 55). Very fine mint, never hinged.
Face value $168.80 Est. Realization ..........................
$200.00
467  #337, 1¢ violet brown QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate
11, fine-very fine mint, never hinged ......................... $1,680.00
468  #338, 2¢ green QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate 19,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$960.00
469  #338, 2¢ green QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate 20,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$960.00
470  #338, 2¢ green QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate 18,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$720.00
471  #338, 2¢ green QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate 17,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged ...............................
$720.00
472  #338, 2¢ green QE Wilding issue, 100 matched sets plate 2, finevery fine mint, never hinged ......................................
$500.00
473  #338p-340p, 2¢ to 4¢ QE Wilding issue tagged issues in matched
sets of plate blocks with 10 of each, #339p is pl. 1. Fine-very fine
mint, never hinged ..................................................... $1,770.00
474  #572-73, 643, 656, selection of three plate blocks all with minor
pre-printing paper creases. Very fine mint, nevr hinged. Inspect
Est. Realization ...........................................................
$20.00
475  #J28/J40, nice accumulation of Postage Due issues in matched
sets of plate blocks (15). Useful variety of papers and gums
including #J28i and others. Very fine mint, never hinged $156.00

CANADA BOOKLETS AND PANES
476  #104a, 105a, 105b, 1¢ green booklet pane of 6 (2), and 1¢ yellow
booklet panes of four and six, very fine used (Photo)
$270.00
477  #106a, 107b, 108a, 109a, 2¢ carmine pane of six, 2¢ green, 3¢
brown, and 3¢ carmine panes of four, fine used (Photo) $244.00
478  Canada #107b/197a, selection of 5 booklet panes with 107b,
149a, 150a, 195b, 197a, fine or fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) ........................................................................
$210.00
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529  #90, 2¢ carmine tied to b/w picture post card by fancy crown
cancel Esquimalt JUL 13 08 to Devon, England. Front shows
what is likely the main street with street car, etc. Fine-very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$25.00
530  #93, 1903 10¢ brown lilac King Edward VII issue, very fine
mint, lightly hinged (Photo) .......................................
$650.00
1908 QUEBEC TERCENTENARY ISSUES
531  #103, 20¢ Cartier's Arrival, very fine mint, light hinge remnant
(Photo) .......................................................................
$400.00
532  #96-103, set of 8 complete, fine-very fine used (Photo) $611.00
1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES
533  #104, 1¢ dark green tied to illustrated ad cover"Oscar Brown
Wholesale Fruit and Produce" by Vancouver May 31/7-PM/1918
machine cancel, very fine (Photo) Est. Realization....
$35.00
534  #105, 1¢ yellow tied to illustrated private post card "Findlay
Bros. Co. Limited" by Carleton Place Dec 7 1925 machine
cancel, very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ..................
$40.00
535  #106, 2¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "St. John,
N.B. Exhibition 1912" by St. John JUL 31 1912 slogan
cancel. Slight reduction at left otherwise fine-very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
536  #106, 112, 2¢ red (shades) 500 copies, and 5¢ violet (shades)
1,200 copies, fine-very fine used ..............................
$520.00
537  #107, 2¢ green tied to illustrated ad cover "The Burrowes Mfg.
Co. Sheet Metal Products" by Toronto Mar 5/8:30 PM/1927
slogan cancel, very fine (Photo) Est. Realization.......
$35.00
538  #107, 2¢ green tied to ad cover "Simmonds Knives" by St. John
6PM/May 4/1927 slogan cancel, very fine (Photo)
Est. Realization ..........................................................
$25.00
539  #108, 1918 3¢ brown tied to all over illustrated ad cover "La
Press" by Montreal De 10/7:30 PM/1918 machine cancel to
U.S.A. Few edge flts otherwise fine-very fine. Nice cover
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$50.00
540  #108, 3¢ brown tied to illustrated ad cover "James Jack
Florist" by Arnprior AM/DE 19/22 duplex cancel, very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$35.00
541  #108, 3¢ brown tied to multicoloured illustrated ad cover
"Clayton & Sons" by Halifax 1919 slogan cancel, very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$35.00
542  #108, 3¢ brown tied to illustrated ad cover "J.A. Simmers Seeds"
by Toronto Jan 12/8 PM slogan cancel, very fine. Year slugs
missing from indicia (Photo) Est. Realization............
$35.00
543  #109, 3¢ carmine tied to illustrated ad cover "J.A. Simmers
Seeds" by Toronto Nov 6/8-PM/1912 machine cancel, very fine
(Photo) Est. Realization .............................................
$35.00
544  #109, 3¢ carmine tied to coloured patriot illustrated ad cover
"Empire Brass Mfg. Co." by London Mar 22/2 PM/1924 slogan
cancel, very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ..................
$30.00
545  #110, 4¢ olive bistre (shades), 500 copies, fine-very fine used.
.................................................................................... $1,660.00
546  #111, 5¢ blue (shades), 2,000 copies, fine-very fine used $700.00
547  #111, 1914 5¢ dark blue tied to Post Office AR Form with
Victoria Canada Jan 27 21 cancel. Bit fragile but still a fine and
attractive item (Photo) Est. Realization......................
$50.00
548  #117, 10¢ blue (shades), 500 copies, fine-very fine used
.................................................................................... $1,000.00
549  #118, 10¢ bistre brown (shades), 500 copies, fine-very fine used
.................................................................................... $1,000.00
550  #119, 20¢ olive green (shades), 500 copies, fine-very fine used
....................................................................................
$937.00
551  #120, 50¢ black (shades), 500 copies, fine-very fine used
.................................................................................... $1,437.00
552  #123, 1¢ green, a coil strip of three with London 18/JUN 18/20
squared circle cancel, very fine used (Photo) ............
$300.00
553  #123, 1¢ green, a coil strip of three, very fine used (Photo)
....................................................................................
$300.00
554  #123, 1¢ green coil issue, 5 singles and a pair all with the paste
strip at the bottom. Fine-very fine used with useful cancels
including Port Arthur squared circle (Photo) .............
$280.00
555  #123-24, 1¢ dark green and 2¢ carmine perf 8 horizontally coil
pairs, fine-very fine used (Photo) ..............................
$400.00
556  #125, 1¢ green (shades) coil issue, 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ........................................................................... $1,875.00
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557  #125, MR6, MR7, 1912 1¢ green coil (2), 1916 2¢+1¢ carmine
and 2¢+1¢ brown tied to 3 Provincial Treasurer remittance
envelopes by various House of Assembly Ontario duplex or
machine cancel. Reverse of each shows Parliament Buildings.
Fine-very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ......................
$50.00
558  #125-130, 1¢ to 3¢ perf 8 vertical coils, the set complete in pairs,
very fine used (Photo) ................................................
$113.50
559
#126b, 129, 134, 1¢ and yellow and 3¢ brown issues in coil pairs,
very fine mint, never hinged (Photo) ..........................
$220.00
560  #127, 2¢ carmine (shades) coil issue, 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,800.00
561  #128, 2¢ green (shades) coil issue, 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,000.00
562  #129, 3¢ brown (shades) coil issue, 1,000 copies, fine-very fine
used ............................................................................ $1,250.00
563  #131-134, 1¢ to 3¢ perf 12 horizontally coils, the set complete in
pairs, fine-very fine used (Photo) ...............................
$222.50
564  #131iv, 1¢ green, the Toronto experimental coil pair, fine used
(Photo) ........................................................................
$90.00
565  #136-138, 1¢ to 3¢ imperforate issues complete in pairs, very fine
used with cds cancels (Photo) ....................................
$250.00
CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES
566  #158, 1929 50¢ Bluenose issue, very fine used with cds cancel
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$100.00
567  #160-161, 1¢ yellow and 2¢ green KGV coil pairs, very fine
mint, never hinged (Photo) .........................................
$220.00
568  #176, 1930 50¢ Grande Pré issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged
(Photo) ........................................................................
$300.00
569  #184, 1931 3¢ carmine Admiral Provisional issue, a block of four
on cover with London 19/AU 18/31 duplex cancels to Tacoma,
WA. Very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ......................
$25.00
570  #195, 1932 1¢ brown Medallion issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"L.O. Grither Limited, Montreal" by Toronto JUN 1/11 AM/1934
machine cancel. Reverse is all over illustrated Ovido Fine Cigars.
Very fine (Photo) Est. Realization ..............................
$40.00
571  #196, 1932 2¢ brown Medallion issue tied by Ste Anne De???
Cancel to Denmark. Shortpaid 1¢ thus Denmark 10c Postage Due
stamp affixed. Very fine (Photo) Est. Realization.......
$25.00
572  #197, 1932 3¢ red Medallion issue on a pair of covers,
Monastery, NS A.M./AUG 1/1935 MOOD cancel with the 1
inverted. Second cover Guysborough, NS AM/MY 30 35 to
Halifax then re-directed, various other cancels with Hazel Hill
MAY 31 1935 MOOD cancel and Halifax JUN 11 1935 MOTO
cancel. Unusual to find both types of cancel on the same cover!
Few flts but generally fine (Photo) Est. Realization ...
$60.00
573  #197, 1932 3¢ red Medallion issue tied by New Serepta, Alta MY
25 33 split ring to Palestine with Jerusalem A/14 JU/33 receiver
on front then re-directed to England. Unusual example of the
Empire rate. Few edge flts and flap missing otherwise nice item
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
574  #197, 1932 3¢ red Medallion issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"N.L. Piper Railway Supplies Ltd." Toronto Nov 21/8:30
PM/1932 machine cancel to Indiana. Very fine, nice cover
(Photo) Est. Realization..............................................
$50.00
575  #197, 1932 3¢ red Medallion issued tied to cover Calgary Dec
28/4:30PM/1935 to Switzerland. Shortpaid 2¢ thus Switzerland
25c Postage Due stamp affixed. Few edge flts and piece of flap
missing, otherwise fine (Photo) Est. Realization ........
$25.00
576  #197, 1932 3¢ red Medallion issue tied by Edmundston
?AM/DEC 17/1934 machine cancel to Sweden. Shortpaid 2¢ thus
20o stamp affixed for Postage Due. Tiny tear at top otherwise
very fine (Photo) Est. Realization...............................
$25.00
577  #225-227, 1935 20¢ to $1 issues from the Pictorial set, very fine
mint, never hinged (Photo) .........................................
$175.00
578  #226, 50¢ dull violet Victoria Parliament Buildings, 200 copies,
fine-very fine used .....................................................
$800.00
579  #245, 1938 $1 Chateau de Ramezay issue, very fine mint, lightly
hinged (Photo) ............................................................
$120.00
580  #278-281, 1948 1¢ to 4¢ KGVI War issues in coil strips of four,
very fine mint, never hinged (Photo) ..........................
$220.00
581  #409, 1962 5¢ blue QE Cameo coil issue, 600 copies, fine-very
fine used ....................................................................
$450.00
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